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Abstract: { Approximate reasoning and fuzzy
queries are ecient methods in retrieving informa-
tion from large databases when precise attributes
are unknown or the model itself is vague. We ex-
plore such types of reasoning based on the notions
of the possibility theory. We suggest an approach
towards a Prolog implementation of such queries
which takes into account fuzzy linguistic quanti-
cation, aggregation of data and uncertainty of at-
tributes through possibility measures.
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1 Introduction
Approximate knowledge and reasoning about
may be grounded on fuzzy set theory and the
notion of possibility distribution [2, 7, 9]. In
the present paper, after introducing some key
concepts related to the area, we address the
question of the natural representation of lin-
guistic variables in terms of fuzzy quantiers.
Next, a Prolog implementation of some ba-
sic query forms in logical databases that permit
such approximation are presented.
2 Approximate Reasoning
2.1 Preliminaries
Approximate reasoning refers to performing
qualitatively grounded inferences from impre-
cise premises to imprecise conclusions. The
rst question that arises is of the relation-
ship between approximate, vague reasoning
and reasoning based on probabilities. It has
been held that approximate and probable rea-
soning are two sides of the same underlying
notion of vagueness. However, it has also been
suggested that, in contradistinction to proba-
bilities, it is possible to base forms of vague
reasoning on the notions of possibility distri-
butions, linguistic variables and fuzzy quanti-
cation [4, 5], which are strictly speaking not
related to probabilities.
A caveat here is that uncertain or imprecise
propositions do not mean exactly the same as
fuzzy propositions. In the latter, even if the in-
formation available is perfect, the truth-values
may be manifold in the case the underlying ba-
sic predicates are imprecise. Uncertainty is, in
contrast, epistemological, and refers to compli-
cations in obtaining accurate information con-
cerning the interpretation of predicates. For
the most part, however, this fundamental dis-
tinction is not made explicit in the literature
and theories of fuzzy reasoning have subsumed
those of approximate reasoning.
As an illustration of approximate natural-
language expressions consider the following:
 He is quite hungry.
 Good things come to those who wait.
 When its about ve o'clock, you may leave.
 If it thunders, it typically rains.
Natural language has a wealth of quantiers
to express impreciseness and generality (e.g.,
many, some, most, almost any). They have
been studied in symbolic logic and natural-
language semantics in terms of generalised
quantifiers, and in numerical, fuzzy reals as
linguistic quantifications. We stay with
the latter and study them using the notion of
possibilities.
2.2 Possibilities and Probabilities
Standard probability theory is rooted in statis-
tical reasoning and random events, represented
by probability distributions. The distributions
are dened according to the nature of logical
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sions are vague, reasoning is performed under
some uncertainty concerning the meaning of
the proposition.
An alternative to probabilities is to use pos-
sibilities. It diers from probability theory in
that I can well state that \It is possible that
John eats eleven eggs for breakfast". In this
example, the value of the possibility distribu-
tion on eleven is 1, while in stating that \It
is probable that Mary eats four eggs in break-
fast" we make a claim of the future with certain
evidence or condence that entitles the asser-
tion. Say that the probability of such an event
to occur is 0:01. If \It is probable that John
eats eleven eggs for breakfast" has a probabil-
ity of 0.000001, the possibility of that happen-
ing may well remain 1.
The following dierences may be discerned
(cf. [1, pp. 6{8]):
 Theory of probabilities is grounded on bivalent
logic, while theory of possibilities is grounded
on fuzzy set theory, in which objects are mem-
bers of a set with a certain degree of member-
ship.
 It is customary to interpret probabilities sta-
tistically, namely the happenstances of ran-
dom events are estimated with objective phys-
ical occurrences. In possibility theory the de-
grees of membership are subjective.
 Probabilities are not well suited for modelling
the computation of imprecise predicates. Pos-
sibility theory is geared towards represent-
ing imprecise predicates and making compu-
tations upon them.
Some similarities are also evident:
 The range of evaluation functions is a unit in-
terval [0;1].
 Impossible events have a probability of 0. Zero
probability does not imply, however, that the
event is impossible. On the other hand, high
probability implies high possibility, but not
vice versa. Likewise, low probability does not
imply low possibility.
Approximate reasoning results from these in-
sights into the nature of probabilities and pos-
sibilities, adjoined by various kinds of fuzzy re-
strictions. It does not pretend to attain strictly
deductive reasoning, since possibility and its
dual of necessity are not truth-functional con-
cepts but substitutes for probabilities.
2.3 Possibility Distributions
To model vagueness and perform approximate
reasoning we might need to use vague predi-
cates [2]. An alternative method is to ground
fuzzy logic on some language that aims at rep-
resenting the meanings of natural language,
such as PRUF [7]. We stay with the latter
and translate vague predicates to expressions
of a language using possibility distributions. It
is assumed that possibilities are in this respect
a better method to represent natural language
than probabilities.
Here is an example. Take \Lisa's age is in
certainty between 10 and 20, that is all that is
known." The possibility distribution is
PosfX = ng = 1 8n:10  n  20;
PosfX = ng = 0 8n:n < 10 _ n > 20;
where PosfX = ng means \possibility that X
has a value of n."
A fuzzy set \X is F" is represented by a
membership function F:X ! [0;1]. Let A
be an attribute, for instance a column c in the
database that has values in X. Epistemic un-
certainty concerning A is now
Q
A(s)(X), where
s refers to a certain instance of c.
Denition 2.1 Let X be a variable on the
universe of discourse U = fU1;:::;Ung and let
a fuzzy proposition F be a fuzzy subset of Ui.
Then F gives rise to a possibility distribution
over X
Y
A(s)
(X) = F: (1)
The possibility distribution of A(s) is a fuzzy
set that determines the possibility of A(s) hav-
ing a certain value in U. In other words, if
s 2 U and F:U ! [0;1], then the possibility
of A(s) = X when \A(s) is F" is
PosfA(s) = X j \A(s) is F"g = F(s); s 2 U:
Possibility distributions can be manipulated by
the same rules as fuzzy sets. Such fuzzy con-
straints are sets that dene the permissible val-
ues for fuzzy variables. Fuzzy constraints are
possible values for fuzzy sets, the membership
functions of which are the possibility distribu-
tions.
In fuzzy logic it is assumed that a natural-
language sentence may be interpreted by an
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tributions.
Denition 2.2 If p is a natural-language
proposition, then the conversion of p to a
formula of possibility assignment is p ! Q
(X1:::Xn) = F, where X1 :::Xn are variable
is p,
Q
(X1:::Xn) is a possibility distribution of
an n-ary variable X = (X1 :::Xn) and F is a
fuzzy relation, in other words a fuzzy subset of
U1  :::  Un.
Sentences are rewritten as formulas such that
the attributes of the objects are preserved. For
example, given a database with personal infor-
mation, such attributes may include name, age,
height, weight, eye colour etc.
1. p = \John's age is unknown":
p !
Y
Age(John)
(X) = 1; 8X 2 [0;120]
2. p = \Mary's are is between 10{20, that is all
that is known":
p !
Y
Age(Mary)
(X) = 1; 8X:10  X  20
p !
Y
Age(Mary)
(X) = 0; 8X:X < 10 _ X > 20
3. p =\Mary is young":
p !
Y
Age(Mary)
(X) = young(X); 8x 2 [0;120];
where young is a fuzzy set and young is its
membership function.
4. p =\Mary is almost as tall as Lisa":
p !
Y
(Hght(Mary);Hght(Lisa))
(X) = appr same(X;Y )
where appr same is a fuzzy binary relation.
2.4 Degrees of Possibilities and Ne-
cessities
When knowledge in databases is imprecise or
when the query is imprecise, the match be-
tween the two is dicult to be determined. But
it is possible to perform some inference never-
theless, provided that there are some degrees of
tness to the best and worst cases, namely for
the degrees of possibility and that of necessity.
Think of an object s in a database. A(s) is
the attribute. Let Q be a query on A(s). Q is
the union of all possible compatible solutions,
such as the union of all ages that agree with
the term young. Let the set be Sa. It rep-
resents equality. Other relational terms might
be older than, much older than, a little
older than, almost as old as etc. They
come with r, where r is the relation in ques-
tion. The general form of a query for one at-
tribute thus is:
 \Retrieve all s for which A(s) r Sa."
Hence the measures of possibility Pos and ne-
cessity Nec will be as follows.
Proposition 2.1 Let A be the attribute of s in
database D. Then the possibility that the value
of A for s is in the set of objects that are in
relation r with at least one object of Sa is
Pos(r(Sa) j A(s)) =
sup
s is X
min(r(Sa)(X);
Y
A(s)
(X)):
Proposition 2.2 Let A be the attribute of s in
database D. Then the necessity that the value
of A for s is in the set of objects that are in
relation r with at least one object of Sa is
Nec(r(Sa) j A(s)) =
inf
s is X
max(r(Sa)(X);1  
Y
A(s)
(X)):
In the case the information provided is sharp
the membership function and the possibility
distribution will have the same value of 1.
2.5 Linguistic variables
Linguistic variables are essential to approxi-
mate reasoning, because they are used to de-
termine truth and possibility values of fuzzy
propositions [6]. The idea is that that human
action is linguistic or based on signs rather
than being numeric and based on numbers.
Denition 2.3 Linguistic variable is a 5-
tuple
hx;T(x);U;G;Mi;
where
 x is the name of variable;
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variables, where every value of x is from
fuzzy subset of U;
 U is the universe of discourse;
 G is a syntactic rule to generate the values
of the names of x;
 M is a semantic rule that assigns meaning
to every value of the name of the variable
from T.
For example, variable age is both numeric
variable over [0;120] and linguistic variable
over T = fvery young, young, not young,
quite young, old, not young and not
old ...g. Every value here can be a name of
a fuzzy subset of U = [0;120]. Semantically,
terms may be interpreted as:
 young: \about under 30 years"
 not young: \about over 30 years"
 quite young: \about under 16 years".
These terms are characterised by fuzzy sets the
membership functions of which must assume a
meaningful denition.
Elements of T are generated using the term
true. Say, if true is the membership function
of a fuzzy set tt true, other members may be
produced by:
Ufalse(x) = true(1   x)
Unot true(x) = 1   true(x)
Uvery true = (true(x))2
Uquite true =
p
true
. . .
Once the meaning and rules of the term true
are xed, the meanings of the members of T
are also xed. Naturally, the choice of these
meanings is heavily context dependent.
2.6 Approximate Reasoning
Let x and y be linguistic variables, such as
\x is young" and \y is smart". The basic
problem is now to nd the membership func-
tion to the conclusion C given a set of rules
R = fR1;:::;Rng and the fact A [3].
R1 : if x is A1 then y is C1
R2 : if x is A2 then y is C2
. . .
. . .
Rn : if x is An then y is Cn
fact : x is A
conclusion : y is C
Many translation rules have been suggested to
rewrite sentences to propositions, including the
rule of inclusion [7]:
Inclusion:
p is A \John is very young"
A  B \very young"  \young"
q is B \John is young"
So, p entitles inferring q, if p's possibility
distribution is included into q's possibility
distribution, namely p !
Q
(X1;:::;Xn) =
F;F  G implies q  
Q
(X1;:::;Xn) = G.
Rule of Composition:
premiss : if x is A then y is B
fact : x is A0
conclusion : y is B0
Conclusion is derived as a composition of
the fact and conditional
B0 = A0  (A ! B);
calculated as a sup-min composition of
two fuzzy sets
B0(v) = sup
s is X
min(A0(s);(A ! B(u;v)))
Modus ponens follows if A0 = A and B0 =
B.
Often, it is useful to replace min-operation
by t-norms dening the symmetric, associative
and monotone operation t:[0;1][0;1] ! [0;1].
t-norms acquire dierent formulations depend-
ing on the exact purpose of computing conjunc-
tion and implication. To compute disjunction
t-conorm may be used.
2.7 Aggregating Queries
Typically, several arguments need to be re-
trieved by one query:
 \Find all who are not very tall and quite
young or..."
Accordingly, we need to take mins and maxs of
atomic queries:
Pos(Q1 and Q2) = min(Pos(Q1);Pos(Q2))
Nec(Q1 and Q2) = min(Nec(Q1);Nec(Q2))
Pos(Q1 or Q2) = max(Pos(Q1);Pos(Q2))
Nec(Q1 or Q2) = max(Pos(Q1);Pos(Q2))
Note that arguments in Q1 and Q2 must be
independent of one another (distinct) in order
for the formulas be true.
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Example here is the query:
 \Find all for whom most of the following
will be satised: not very tall and quite
young or..."
If some attributes have no match the query
should still succeed.
Fuzzy quantier q is a fuzzy subset of [0;1].
Their meaning is problematic, because of their
heavy application and domain dependence.
Some simplications are thus recommendable.
 Q = \Find all for whom n of
the following will be satised:
fA1(s)r1 a1;A2(s)r2 a2;:::;An(s)rn ang."
Now possibility and necessity ensue by com-
puting the tness (Pos and Nec) of each
Ai(s) ri ai. Take the mean of these two sets:
rP = 1=n
n X
i=1
Pos(riai j Ai(s)); (2)
rN = 1=n
n X
i=1
Nec(riai j Ai(s)): (3)
These values may now be compared with the
denitions for q.
The degrees of tness for Q are nally
Pos(Q) = Q(rP); (4)
Nec(Q) = Q(rN): (5)
Typically, q is represented by a fuzzy number
characterising, either absolutely or relatively,
the cardinality of a fuzzy set.
3 Fuzzy Quantiers in Prolog
3.1 Relational Databases
Given as a logical formula, Prolog seeks
proofs for user-specied goals, relying on its
logical theorems (clauses). Clauses are twofold:
1. Facts:
employer(john, 35, george, 10000).
employer(ann, 20, john, 8000).
employer(pat, 25, john, 6000).
annulations(john, 2000),
2. Rules:
employer(X, , Y, ) :- employer(Z, , Y, ).
salary(Y, S) :- employer(X, I, Y, K),
age(Y, H), H >= 30,
annulations(Y, I1), S1 is S + I1, salary(Y, S1).
A typical query is of the form:
 \Find all les from the relation r, where
attribute j has a value k."
3.2 Approximate Reasoning in Pro-
log
But rules may also be imprecise. Let us have
a database of clients whose attributes such as
age, height and weight are only estimated:
client(john, 23, 186, 74).
client(tim, [40,50], about(160), about(100)).
client(mary, quite young, [155,165], (60)).
client(sandy, unknown, short, unknown).
. . .
Arguments such as young and short are names
of fuzzy sets, and about and  their modi-
ers. We then convert this relational informa-
tion into possibility distributions.
The idea is readily implementable in Pro-
log. Queries such as following are common-
place:
 \Find all clients whose age is about 25, height
about 160cm and weight about 60kg."
 \Find all clients who are young, tall and
weight between 60 and 80kg."
One then needs to compute the degrees of t-
ness for all the les retrieved.
Vague information is represented by facts.
Its general form is FuzzyRel( , , , ). Argu-
ments can be variable or atoms with own def-
inition of relations (about, at most (),...).
An atom can be a numeral, interval, name or
a fuzzy variable.
Every relation on fuzzy objects is trans-
formed into a fuzzy number by dening a pred-
icate FuzzyNum for each instance of a fuzzy at-
tribute of a relation. As arguments, FuzzyNum
has the name of the fuzzy set name of the re-
lation and an index specifying the fuzzy num-
ber for a certain attribute. Fuzzy number is a
quadruple (ki;kj;li;lm) where it has the value
of 1 between ki and kj and 0 preceding ki   li
and after kj + lj:
FuzzyNum(ins, rel, ind, ki, kj, li, lj).
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curve here is a trapezoid, which is by and large
a sucient approximation to continuous func-
tions.
Some examples:
FuzzyNum(young, client, 2, 15, 25, 10, 10).
FuzzyNum(old, client, 2, 70, 80, 10, inf).
FuzzyNum(very tall, client, 3, 195, 200, 10, inf).
FuzzyNum(tall, client, 3, 175, 190, 10, 10).
FuzzyNum(unknown, client, 1, 10, 10, inf, inf).
Modiers and quantiers too need a fuzzy
number:
FuzzyNum(about, client, 2, -2, 2, 3, 3).
FuzzyNum(about, client, 3, -10, 10, 20, 20).
FuzzyNum(about, client, 4, -5, 5, 8, 8).
FuzzyNum(>=, client, , 0, 0, 0, 0).
FuzzyNum(=<, client, , 0, 0, inf, 0).
FuzzyNum(nominal, , rel, 10, 0, 80, 0).
FuzzyNum(old, , rel, 20, 0, 50, 0).
FuzzyNum(less than half, , rel, 50, 20, 0, 10).
FuzzyNum(about half, , rel, 45, 55, 10, 10).
FuzzyNum(most, , rel, 80, 100, 50, inf).
FuzzyNum(almost all, , rel, 80, 100, 30, inf).
FuzzyNum(all, , rel, 100, 100, 0, inf).
Absolute quantication means that all atoms
of a query be satised. Relative quanti-
cation permits the user or programmer to
specify some of the fuzzy values (such as for
almost all, most, etc.).
4 Conclusions
Vagueness based on fuzzy set theory and ap-
proximate reasoning is an eective method
to expand the traditional relational model of
databases. One drawback not easily dispens-
able is that some of the key values for mem-
bership functions and numerical boundary val-
ues for fuzzy numbers are heavily user- and
context-dependent.
Related to this is that fuzzy logic does not
enjoy many of the traditional results of sym-
bolic logic and ditto of the theory of generalised
quantiers. Approximate reasoning is non-
ampliative and enthymemic, since it proceeds
by way of incomplete or incompletely dened
premisses. Moreover, the concept of truth is
quite dierent from the truth-conditional one,
and the interpretation of logical constants may
vary according to the purpose.
Accordingly, dierent and even rival stances
exist that may be entertained with respect to
fuzzyness in reasoning. One may take it to
mean formalisation of approximate reasoning,
based in multi-valued logics but introducing
concepts such as linguistic terms, fuzzy quan-
tiers and new sets of transformation rules [8].
The wider sense strives to accommodate all
that falls within the purview of fuzzy set the-
ory, including, but not limited to, fuzzy arith-
metic, fuzzy topology, and fuzzy graph theory.
It subscribes to an argument from abstraction
which takes real generalities to be operational
in the world, which, in turn, calls for their
pragmatic treatment by new `fuzzied' terms
that are needed in logic, mathematics and com-
puter science alike.
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